"It is not what you eat, but what you digest."

This is a splendid subject for a toast—someone else got it up. Personal, not physiological.

Hard to see anything humorous about myself. I take myself very seriously. Someone else (my students) did so better with it. Wish I had Tarlton, or Simkins, instead of myself.

must be humorous; want serious things from others; get so much seriousness from me (leg. Tarlton) that they want a change for once.

my being compelled to be serious; in position of little boy's dog.

Subject sounds funny at first, but it has become serious since, because of worry trying to think of something humorous; had bad effect on my digestion.

Towards end: more story) I want to say to those here that are not in the real work of the legal profession, who know dif. but. knowing a legal principle is not applying it, but. knowing law & thinking law, but a head full of legal rules, or legal mind. That out in law dept. we are striving not merely to teach law, not merely to instill impart a knowledge of rules, but more than that, to make lawyers—make them fit for not merely for their own benefit, but rather for benefit of the legal bar & bench—for the benefit of the glory of God.

(To the Judge) Why not state point at issue, then the principles applicable, then the application of the principle to the facts.